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1. Research Question and Data
This research project expects to detect healthcare fraud by analyzing public use files provided by the National
Health Insurance Sharing Service of South Korea1. The healthcare insurance system of South Korea is very
different from that of the U.S. South Korea has a compulsory healthcare system called “National Health
Insurance (NHI) system” and all residents in South Korea are required to enroll the NHI system by law. The
National Health Insurance Corporation (NHIC) is the only public insurance institution operated by the Ministry
of Health and Welfare in South Korea2.

I assume the HCI files the main claim, and if there is fraud it will mostly be in these
claims from HCI to NHIS. If so, your sampling strategy should reflect this.
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NHISS (National Health Insurance Sharing Service), http://nhiss.nhis.or.kr/op/up/opup300.do?data_pttn_cd=01
NHI Program, http://www.nhic.or.kr/static/html/wbd/g/a/wbdga0405.html
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The size and aggregation level of Data
The dataset contains 100,0000 claims operated in 2013, which were selected by conducting random sampling. It
is provided as .csv file (Comma Separated Value). This dataset is clean to conduct data analysis and
comparatively disaggregated.

Definitions of variables
The dataset is composed of 19 variables including individual patients’ sex, age, location, type of healthcare
service, and payment information. Is each row one (randomly chosen) bill? Or one patient?

Why 100,000 - was that your selection? If so, you will probably

STND_Y : year
want to use a different sampling strategy, such as selecting 100%
IDV_ID: insurer’s ID (individual patient)
of claims by certain patients.
KEY_SEQ: serial number of each claims
SEX : female or male
AGE_GROUP : patient’s age
SIDO: patient’s location
RECU_FR_DT : starting date of visiting medial facilities
FORM_CD: type of facilities the patient visited
DSBJT_CD: type of clinics, for example, internal medicine, pediatrics…
MAIN_SICK : main reason of sickness
SUB_SICK: minor sickness
VSDN : number of days the patient received medical service
RECN: number of days in hospitalization
EDEC_ADD_RT: additional rate of insurance benefit (NHI subsidies) applied under worker’s accident
compensation insurance
EDEC_TRAMT: total payment
EDEC_SBRDN_AMT : subsidized payment (dependent variable?)
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EDEC_JBRDN_AMT : patient’s payment
TOT_PRES_DD_CNT: number of days of prescription (medicine)
DATA_STD_DT: date of creating data

2. Descriptive Analysis
Summary of the data
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A Scattor Plot involving dependent variable
Age groups are as follows:
Group 1: 0~4 yr
Group 2: 5~9
Group 3: 10~14
Group 4: 15~19
So age = 5*(group-1)
Group 5: 20~24
Group 6: 25~29
Group 7: 30~34
Group 8: 35~39
Group 9: 40~44
Group 10: 45~49
Group 11: 50~54
Group 12: 55~59
Group 13: 60~64
Group 14: 65~69
Group 15: 70~74
Group 16:75~79
Group 17: 80~84
Group 18: 85~

These plots are useless because there is a huge amount of overprinting.
The Box plot was invented for this purpose. Use it instead.
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Same comment on all of these.

Number of extreme outliers3

First, what is your overall strategy for detecting fraud???
Is it just “look for outliers” in individual variables?
That won’t be a very satisfying approach because it cannot prove
fraud.

First, find out possible outliers by drawing histogram for VSCN, RECN, EDEC_TRAMT,
TOT_PRES_DD_CNT. If median value of the summary table above is far from the mean, this is one sign for
the existence of outliers. To find out possible outliers, it is also important to check out the Max for the last five
variables.

Learn to adjust axes so that the plots show the informative
areas of a distribution. For the next 3, it looks like you should
either set manual bins, or take logs, or chop off the upper value.
Also, define these variables.
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“Finding and Removing Outliers with R Software-Missing Data, Cleaning Up Data”
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ckxEZDN1iok)
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As we see the histograms above, we can find some outliers.
nhi_sub <-subset(nhi, VSCN<50 & RECN<50 & EDEC_TRAMT<1000000 & TOT_PRES_DD_CNT<100)

The summary of dataset after removing outliers.
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Contingency table (showing how many observations fall into each box for categorical variables)

3. Critical Derived Variables and Simple Model
Number of independent cases in the dataset
The possible dependent variable is “EDEC_SBRDN_AMT” (numeric) and independent variables are SEX,
AGE_GROUP, SIDO, FORM_CD, DSBJI_CD, MAIN_SICK, SUB_SICK, VSCN, RECN,
TOT_PRES_DD_CNT.
Simple Model : Multiple Regression
Categorical variables should not be coded as numerical data. Transforming variables is necessary before
conducting predictive analysis. Only a few independent variables are used for the multiple regression model,
because R cannot allocate vector of large size. The error message is :

Have you read the memo I wrote on dealing with large datasets?? I
wrote it specifically for your situation. Read it, and if you have questions bring it up
in class or on the forum!
Clearly, you were not working with a “sample of 100,000 observations” when
you got this error message !! 1E5 observations
should be about 1E7 bytes,
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and the error message says you had 6E11 bytes!

Because of this error message, I could evaluate multiple regression model only by using three independent
variables.

Moving Forward

Read my memo!! Then read the articles it references. Then talk to me.

When I deal with large dataset, my laptop becomes very slow and both of R and Rstudio often stop working.
First,
need to
find the
way to solve
this problem,
otherwiseon
I should
spend lotsofofthis
timeKorean
in conducting
YouIhave
made
excellent
progress
since starting
the analysis
data.very

However,
have
a dataset
long way
to go.for doing fraud detection analysis, next step should be searching
simple
codingyou
work.
If the
is suitable
appropriate method for analysis and evaluation.

Track 1: Learn to work with this data set without getting error messages. See my earlier
comments.
Track 2: How have other researchers done fraud detection on analogous data (in any
country)? Will fraud detection be possible with this data? If not, adjust your goals e.g.
look for “excessive spending” or “excessive surgery” rather than fraud.
Track 3: How will you need to restructure the raw data? For example, separate data by
provider, with subtotals. Or by patient.
Chronological order, which is probably what you have now, is
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not the right structure.

